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Abstract

Bivalirudin is associated with an increased risk of acute stent thrombosis (AST) compared to unfractionated heparin (UFH) in acute coronary syndrome patients (ACS) during short-duration percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). The mechanisms involved are unknown.

We aimed to investigate the antithrombotic efficacy of bivalirudin compared to UFH during PCI. In a monocenter study, we prospectively enrolled 30 patients undergoing PCI for a non-ST elevation ACS. They were randomly assigned to a single intravenous (IV) bolus of UFH (70 IU/kg) or an IV bolus of bivalirudin 0.75 mg/kg followed by a 1.75 mg/kg/h infusion during PCI. All patients received a loading dose (LD) of 180 mg of ticagrelor at the time of PCI. The VASP index and activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) were used to assess the course of platelet reactivity (PR) and antithrombotic activity. The two groups were similar regarding baseline, angiographic, and interventional characteristics. There was no difference between the two groups in the course of PR following ticagrelor LD. An optimal PR inhibition was obtained 4 h after the LD of ticagrelor. The level of antithrombotic activity was significantly lower in the bivalirudin group compared to the UFH group (p < 0.001) during PCI but similar at 2 and 4 h post-PCI. We observed that, in ACS undergoing PCI, the antithrombotic efficacy of an IV bolus of bivalirudin is significantly lower than that of a 70-IU/kg UFH bolus. This could contribute to the excess in thrombotic acute events observed during short-duration PCI.
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Introduction

Bivalirudin is a direct and specific thrombin inhibitor that can be used during percutaneous coronary interventions (PCIs) in the setting of acute coronary syndrome (ACS) [Management of Acute Coronary Syndromes in Patients Presenting without Persistent ST-Segment Elevation of the European Society of Cardiology. ESC Guidelines for the management of acute coronary syndromes in patients presenting without persistent ST-segment elevation of the European Society of Cardiology (ESC). Eur Heart J 2015;2016(37):267–315. ]


We hypothesized that the antithrombotic activity of bivalirudin may be lower compared to UFH during PCI, which could lead to increased thrombotic events. We therefore compared the course of P2Y12-ADP receptor inhibition and thrombin inhibition between UFH and bivalirudin in non-ST elevation ACS (NSTE-ACS) patients undergoing PCI.

Methods

We performed a monocenter prospective randomized controlled open-label study between October 2016 and January 2017. This study was a prespecified sub-study of a larger clinical trial: NCT02428725. Consecutive intermediate, high-risk, or very-high risk ACS patients according to ESC guidelines were eligible [Management of Acute Coronary Syndromes in Patients Presenting without Persistent ST-Segment Elevation of the European Society of Cardiology. ESC Guidelines for the management of acute coronary syndromes in patients presenting without persistent ST-segment elevation: Task Force for the Management of Acute Coronary Syndromes in Patients Presenting without Persistent ST-Segment Elevation of the European Society of Cardiology (ESC). Eur Heart J 2015;2016(37):267–315]. Informed consents were obtained for all patients before inclusion. Patients were included after coronary angiography if PCI was indicated. The study protocol conforms to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki as reflected in a priori approval by the institution’s human research committee. The local ethic committee of our institution approved the study. All patients were naives of P2Y12-ADP receptor blockers and anticoagulant at the time of inclusion. No P2Y12-ADP receptor pretreatment was used. PCI was performed through the radial route in all patients. All implanted stents were drug-eluting stents.

Antithrombotic therapy

On inclusion, at the time of PCI, patients were randomized to UFH or bivalirudin using a computer-generated randomization list (1:1). All patients received an intravenous (IV) bolus of aspirin 250 mg and a 180 mg LD of ticagrelor at the time of PCI.

In the UFH group, patients received an IV bolus of 70 IU/kg of UFH as soon as PCI was started. No further bolus was given during or after PCI.

In the bivalirudin group, patients received an IV bolus of 0.75 mg/kg, as soon as PCI was started, immediately followed by an IV infusion of 1.75 mg/kg/h. The infusion was stopped at the end of the PCI [1 Management of Acute Coronary Syndromes in Patients Presenting without Persistent ST-Segment Elevation of the European Society of Cardiology. ESC Guidelines for the management of acute coronary syndromes in patients presenting without

Exclusion criteria

The exclusion criteria were persistent ST-elevation ACS, anticoagulant therapy, severe kidney failure (creatinin clearance <30 mL/min), hemodialysis, contraindication to ticagrelor, bleeding disorder, cardiogenic shock, cardiac arrest, contraindication to antiplatelet therapy, ongoing therapy with P2Y12-ADP blockers, platelet count <100 G/L, history of bleeding diathesis, history of stroke, recent surgery (<1 month), use of medication with known interference with ticagrelor, bradycardia, history of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, GP 2b/3a inhibitors.

Blood samples and laboratory analysis

Blood samples were drawn by atraumatic venipuncture of the antecubital vein. The initial blood drawn was discarded to avoid platelet activation induced by needle puncture; blood was collected into a Vacutainer containing 3.8% trisodium citrate filled to capacity. The Vacutainer was inverted three to five times for gentle mixing and sent immediately to the hemostasis laboratory. Activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) was performed on a STAR-R Evolution ® analyzer using the STA®-PTT Automate 5 reagent (both Stago, Asnières, France). aPTT measurements were performed before UHF or bivalirudin infusion, 5 min after the bolus (during PCI) and then 2 h after the PCI. Platelet reactivity (PR) was measured using the VASP index. VASP index phosphorylation analysis was performed within 24 h of blood collection by an experienced investigator using the CY-QUANT VASP/P2Y12 enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay (Biocytex, Marseille, France) [Bonello L, Laine M, Camoin-Jau L, Noirot F, Guieu R, Dignat-George F, Paganelli F, Frere C. Onset of optimal P2Y12-ADP receptor blockade after ticagrelor and prasugrel intake in Non-ST elevation acute coronary syndrome. Thromb Haemost 2015; 114:702–707]. Briefly, after the first step of parallel whole-blood sample activation with PGE1 and PGE1 + ADP, platelets from the sample are lysed, allowing released VASP to be captured by an anti-human VASP antibody which is coated in the microtiter plate. Then, a peroxidase-coupled anti-human VASP-P antibody binds to phosphorylated serine 239 antigenic determinant of VASP. The bound enzyme peroxidase is then revealed by its activity on TMB substrate over a predetermined time. After stopping the reaction, absorbance at 450 nm is directly related to the concentration of VASP-P contained in the sample. The PR index (PRI) VASP was calculated using optical density (OD 450 nm) of samples incubated with PGE1 or PGE1 and ADP according to the formula: PRI-VASP = [(OD 450 nm (PGE1) – OD 450 nm (PGE1 + ADP))/OD 450 nm (PGE1)] × 100. Optimal PR inhibition was defined as a PRI-VASP < 50%, according to the consensus document on the definition of high on-treatment PR [Tantry US, Bonello L, Aradi D, Price MJ, Jeong Y-H, Angiolillo DJ, Stone GW, Curzen N, Geisler T, Ten Berg J, Kirtane A, Siller-Matula J, Mahla E, Becker RC, Bhatt DL, Waksman R, Rao SV, Alexopoulos D,
Clinical follow-up

All patients were followed in-hospital for ischemic and bleeding events. Ischemic events included death, myocardial infarction, and urgent revascularization. Bleedings included BARC > 2.

Statistical analysis

Categorical variables were expressed as frequencies and percentages and continuous variables as median and interquartile range (IQR). Categorical variables were compared using chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate, and continuous ones using Mann–Whitney test. All statistical tests were two-tailed, and a p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All the statistical analyses were performed using the Graphpad Prism software v5.0 for windows (Graphpad Software Inc., San Diego, USA).

Results

Baseline characteristics of the population

Thirty patients were prospectively included in the study and randomized to bivalirudin (n = 15) or UFH (n = 15). The baseline characteristics of the two groups are shown in Table I. The median age was 63 years, and both groups had similar baseline characteristics including biological parameters. Diabetes was present in 30% of patients. Half of patients were admitted for non-ST elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI).

Angiographic characteristics

The angiographic and interventional characteristics of the two groups are shown in Table II. The number of diseased and treated vessels was similar between the two groups. Both groups had identical number of stents implanted during the procedure. Procedure times were also identical between the two groups.

Platelet reactivity

The course of PR inhibition assessed by the VASP index was similar at all time points between the two groups. At baseline all patients had a PRI-VASP ≥50% (median, 92.5%; IQR, 83–93% in the bivalirudin group versus 94%; IQR, 88–96% in the UFH group, p = ns). The median VASP was significantly decreased 2 h after the procedure as compared to baseline for both groups (p = 0.0071 and p = 0.0002, respectively, for the bivalirudin and the UFH groups); of note, two patients (13%) in each group did not reach a VASP < 50% 2 h after the LD. Finally, all patients had a VASP < 50% in both groups at 4 h post-PCI (Figure 1).

Figure
Time course of aPTT

The baseline aPTT did not differ between the groups (bivalirudin vs. UFH group: median 34.5 s; IQR, 32.6–37.8 vs. 32.35 s; IQR 28.8–36.1, \( p = \text{ns} \)). On the contrary, 5 min. after the bolus of UFH or bivalirudin, the median aPTT was 145.9 s (IQR, 114–165) in the bivalirudin group whereas all patients had an aPTT > 200 s in the UFH group (\( p < 0.0001 \)) (Figure 2). The values of aPTT decreased 2 h after PCI in both groups with no difference between groups (\( p = \text{ns for between groups} \)).

Clinical follow-up

During the 1-month follow-up, no ischemic events were recorded. One BARC three bleeding events were seen in each group during the in-hospital stay (\( p = \text{ns} \)).

Discussion

In the present study, we observed that during PCI for an ACS, the antithrombotic efficacy of bivalirudin following the IV bolus was inferior to the IV bolus of UFH. In addition, we confirmed that ticagrelor has a delayed onset of action until 2 h post-LD in NSTE-ACS. Our results demonstrate that in bivalirudin-treated patients, the protection against AST through thrombin and platelet inhibition is suboptimal during PCI. These results may explain the paradoxical findings by Tamez et al. of an increased AST frequency in the case of short procedures in bivalirudin-treated patients [Tamez H, Pinto DS, Kirtane AJ, Litherland C, Yeh RW, Dangas GD, Mehran R, Deliargyris EN, Ortiz G, Gibson CM, Stone GW. Effect of short procedural duration with bivalirudin on increased risk of acute stent thrombosis in patients with STEMI: A secondary analysis of the HORIZONS-AMI randomized clinical trial. JAMA Cardiol 2017. doi:10.1001/jamacardio.2016.5669].

2017 ESC guidelines for the management of acute myocardial infarction in patients presenting with ST-segment elevation. Eur Heart J 2017; 00:1–66. doi:10.1093/eurheartj/ehx393. In this previous study, we observed that the short half-life of bivalirudin compared to UFH may participate in the occurrence of early AST during the first hours following PCI when P2Y12-ADP receptor antagonists are still not biologically active. Interestingly, a recent analysis of the HORIZON-AMI trial observed that shorter PCI procedures were also associated with an increased risk of AST with bivalirudin despite otherwise favorable features of the procedures [Tamez H, Pinto DS, Kirtane AJ, Litherland C, Yeh RW, Dangas GD, Mehran R, Deliargyris EN, Ortiz G, Gibson CM, Stone GW. Effect of short procedural duration with bivalirudin on increased risk of acute stent thrombosis in patients with STEMI: A secondary analysis of the HORIZONS-AMI randomized clinical trial. JAMA Cardiol 2017. doi:10.1001/jamacardio.2016.5669]. This finding is puzzling since shorter PCIs are considered to be at lower risk of ischemic events with less stent, less multivessel stenting, and less thrombus. The present study thus aimed to investigate per-procedural antithrombotic efficacy through evaluation of aPTT following the bolus of heparin and bivalirudin. We observed a lower antithrombotic efficacy of bivalirudin compared to the guidelines’ recommended dose of heparin. This result provides a potential mechanism for this paradoxical increase in AST during short and otherwise simple PCI. Consistent with our results, in the HORIZONS-AMI trial and the following trials, a single bolus of 0.75 mg/kg bivalirudin was used and compared to a bolus of UFH targeting 200–250 of ACT. However, the manufacturer and the European Medicines Agency recommend to evaluate ACT after the bivalirudin bolus and, if the ACT is <225 s, to repeat a 0.3 mg/kg bolus based on the results of the REPLACE 1 and 2 trials [Lincoff M, Bittl JA, Harrington RA, Feit F, Kleiman NS, Jackman JD, Sarembock IJ, Cohen DJ, Spriggs D, Ebrahimi R, Keren G, Carr J, Cohen EA, Betriu A, Desmet W, Kereiakes DJ, Rutsch W, Wilcox RG, De Feyter PJ, Vahanian A, Topol EJ. REPLACE-2 Investigators, bivalirudin and provisional glycoprotein IIb/IIIa blockade compared with heparin and planned glycoprotein IIb/IIIa blockade during percutaneous coronary intervention: REPLACE-2 randomized trial. JAMA 2003; 289:853–863; Lincoff AM, Bittl JA, Kleiman NS, Sarembock IJ, Jackman JD, Mehta S, Tannenbaum MA, Niederman AL, Bachinsky WB. Tift-Mann J 3rd, Parker HG, Kereiakes DJ, Harrington RA, Feit F, Maierson ES, Chew DP, Topol EJ; REPLACE-1 Investigators. Comparison of bivalirudin versus heparin during percutaneous coronary intervention (the Randomized Evaluation of PCI Linking Angiomax to Reduced Clinical Events [REPLACE]-1 trial). Am J Cardiol 2004; 93:1092–1096]. This was not implemented in the recent clinical trials and, as suggested by the present study, may translate into insufficient antithrombotic efficacy. Consistent with our findings and this hypothesis, in an in vitro study, investigators observed a suboptimal antithrombin efficacy of the bivalirudin bolus compared to heparin with thrombus being generated on catheters [Maegdefessel L, Buerke M, Schubert S, Reinl I, Michel T, Hauroeder B, Carter JM, Peetz D, Werdan K, Schlitt A. Comparison of bivalirudin, enoxaparin, and unfractionated heparin in preventing cardiac catheter thrombosis. Results of an in-vitro study. Thromb Haemost 2008; 100:693–698].

Studies comparing the antithrombotic activity of bivalirudin and heparin showed mixed results. These studies were based on ACT, which has a limited ability to precisely determine the anticoagulant activity and is very dependent on the test reactive used. In addition, in the REPLACE 1 trial, the heparin dose was 60–70 UI/kg with ACT-based adjustments [Lincoff AM, Bittl JA, Kleiman NS, Sarembock IJ, Jackman JD, Mehta S, Tannenbaum MA, Niederman AL, Bachinsky WB. Tift-Mann J 3rd, Parker HG, Kereiakes DJ, Harrington RA, Feit F, Maierson ES, Chew DP, Topol EJ; REPLACE-1 Investigators. Comparison of bivalirudin versus heparin during percutaneous coronary intervention (the Randomized
Evaluation of PCI Linking Angiomax to Reduced Clinical Events [REPLACE]-1 trial). Am J Cardiol 2004; 93:1092–1096). In the REPLACE 2 trial, the dose was reduced to 60 UI/kg because of the concomitant infusion of GP2b/3a, which may have skewed the biological comparison between heparin and bivalirudin [Lincoff M, Bittl JA, Harrington RA, Feit F, Kleiman NS, Jackman JD, Sarembock IJ, Cohen DJ, Spriggs D, Ebrahimi R, Keren G, Carr J, Cohen EA, Betriu A, Desmet W, Kereiakes DJ, Rutsch W, Wilcox RG, De Feyter PJ, Vahanian A, Topol EJ. REPLACE-2 Investigators, bivalirudin and provisional glycoprotein IIb/IIa blockade compared with heparin and planned glycoprotein IIb/IIIa blockade during percutaneous coronary intervention: REPLACE-2 randomized trial. JAMA 2003; 289: 853–863]. Consistent with the guidelines, the dose of heparin was a 70-U/kg IV bolus in the present study, thus enabling a fair comparison of the two drugs. In addition, we have used the aPTT, which represents a more robust and reproducible test to adequately assess the antithrombotic level. In fact, laboratory-based aPTT was more closely correlated with heparin concentration than bedside-based ACT [Smythe MA, Koerber JM, Nowak SN, Mattson JC, Begle RL, Westley SJ, Balasubramaniam M. Correlation between activated clotting time and activated partial thromboplastin times. Ann Pharmacother 2002; 36:7–11: Atallah S, Liebl M, Fitousis K, Bostan F, Masud F. Evaluation of the activated clotting time and activated partial thromboplastin time for the monitoring of heparin in adult extracorporeal membrane oxygenation patients. Perfusion 2014; 29:456–461].

Limitations

The sample size of this study is relatively small. We have assessed PR using the VASP index, which is a well-validated assay to measure P2Y12-ADP receptor blockage, but we did not assess the other platelet activation pathways. Although aPTT is a robust mean to assess antithrombotic efficacy, it has some limitations: aPTT may be influenced by coagulopathies, lupus anticoagulant, and raised FVIII levels. In addition, variable but not clinically significant sensitivity of aPTT reagents to DTIs has been highlighted elsewhere.

A direct comparison between UFH and bivalirudin during the time of PCI using specific anti-IIa activity area under the curve in order to assess the drug exposure could hardly be possible. The 5-min aPTT was therefore taken as the biological outcome of interest. This easily available test was previously shown to correlate well with the antifactor activity profile [Mousa SA, Zhang F, Aljada A, Chaturvedi S, Takieddin M, Zhang H, Chi L, Castelli MC, Friedman K, Goldberg MM, Linhardt RJ. Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of oral heparin solid dosage form in healthy human subjects. J Clin Pharmacol 2007; 47:1508–1520].

Although the aPTT is a robust mean to assess antithrombotic efficacy, we acknowledge that it may not be the best test for monitoring bivalirudin. Indeed, it has been previously established that aPTT can overestimate the spiked DTI concentrations in samples with lupus inhibitors or low levels of vitamin K-dependent factors [Love JE, Ferrell C, Chandler WL. Monitoring direct thrombin inhibitors with a plasma diluted thrombin time. Thromb Haemost 2007; 98:234–242]. In addition, variable but not clinically significant sensitivity of APTT reagents to DTIs has been highlighted elsewhere. However, in our cohort, the presence of lupus inhibitors or low levels of vitamin K-dependent factors was eliminated since all patients had a baseline aPPT < 39 s (reference value of the laboratory: 33 s) and a baseline aPTT ratio was <1.2. Moreover, the use of a modified plasma-diluted thrombin time (dTT), which has been advocated for monitoring DTIs, was not possible in the perspective of a UFH and bivalirudin comparison.
Conclusion

The present study suggests that the current protocol of a single bolus of bivalirudin during PCI in ACS may be insufficient in some patients to obtain an optimal antithrombotic effect. This sub optimal biological efficacy could explain the excess in AST observed in the HORIZON trial during otherwise simple and short procedure time PCI.
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